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We write the most general parity-even re-normalizable Chern-Simons term for massive axial-vector
propagating torsion fields. After obtaining the most comprehensive action, we perform the causal
structure analysis to see what self-interaction term must be suppressed. In view of such a restriction
for the Lagrangian, we will obtain the field equations, investigating some of their properties.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the Cartan extension of Riemann geometry the most
general connection which is compatible with the metric is
not constrained to be symmetric in the two lower indices,
with the result that the torsion tensor can be defined in
concomitance to the curvature tensor of the space-time.
And the Sciama-Kibble theory of torsion is the natural
completion of Einstein gravity in which torsion is sourced
by the spin in the same way in which curvature is sourced
by the energy density of the matter field distributions.
For a general review on torsion-gravity we refer to the
excellent reports we listed as references [1], [2] and [3, 4].
There are two features in terms of which torsion gravity
becomes particularly interesting, the first of which being
the fact that there are general arguments indicating that
torsion should be taken completely antisymmetric [5–8].
Because torsion couples to the spin, such a restriction
imples that we could only work with completely antisym-
metric spin, and so the 1/2-spin spinor field solely [9, 10].
This is a fortunate coincidence, since of all matter field
distributions, the 1/2-spin spinor field, that is the Dirac
field, seems to be the only one that is found in nature.
The second feature that makes torsion gravity interest-
ing is that, when torsion is taken as massive propagating
field, it becomes clear that the torsion is not necessarily
confined at the Planck scale, dissolving a misconception
that was thought to afflict such a theory for a long time.
Additionally, torsion couples to the spin according to a
different coupling constant for different spinor fields, and
as a matter of fact one can be allowed to think at torsion
for spinors as some sort spin-dependent Higgs field [11].
The fact that torsion can propagate also has the conse-
quence that even if taken in the effective approximation
the torsion-spin coupling constant has fixed negtive sign,
making up for the interpretation of torsion as an effective
interaction of attractive type for the spinor with itself, or
more specifically between its two irreducible chiral parts.
Combining the fact that in Einsteinian gravitation the
curvature of the space-time couples to the energy, which
differently from the mass can also account for a potential
term and therefore be negative, with the fact that such a
torsion-spin coupling is attractive, which means that we
get indeed potential contributions that are negative and
can become dominant at large densities, gives rise to the
result that gravitationally-induced singularity formation
may be prevented by this torsion-spin interaction [12, 13].
This solves another problem that was thought to affect
all gravitational theories, and even in conditions in which
gravity were weak enough to be neglected, a torsion-spin
coupling still provides some insights regarding the exclu-
sion principle and matter/antimatter duality [14, 15].
The most general theory of gravity with torsion in pres-
ence of spinor fields compatible with all requirements on
causal propagation has been developed in [16].
This theory, however, does not take into account some
terms of topological origin. The principal reason for this
omission is that these terms would have to be written in
terms of multiplicative pseudo-scalar factors that would
spoil the re-normalizability of the theory as a whole.
This occurrence is due to the fact that a pseudo-scalar
field has unitary mass dimension since it is introduced as
a field obeying the second-order derivative Klein-Gordon
equation. Nevertheless, there would be none of the above
problems if it were possible to find one pseudo-scalar field
undergoing first-order derivative Dirac-like equations.
As uncommon as this might look, recent developments
in spinor field theory have highlighted the existence of a
pseudo-scalar field of this sort. Because it will have zero
mass dimension it is suitable for writing re-normalizable
topological terms that would not spoil causal propagation
of torsion while allowing an extension of such a theory.
In this paper we are going to explain how to introduce
this possibility. In a later part of the paper we will study
some general property of such an extended theory.
II. SPINOR FIELDS
We begin by recalling and fixing notations and conven-
tions. Clifford matrices γa are defined as {γa,γb}=2ηabI
where ηab is the Minkowski matrix. Hence [γa,γb]=4σab
defines the generators of the complex Lorentz algebra and
we have that the relationship 2iσab = εabcdpiσ
cd implic-
itly defines the pi matrix (this matrix is usually denoted
as a gamma matrix with an index five, but in space-time
this index has no meaning, and so we employ a notation
with no index). By exponentiating the generators σab it
is possible to find the local complex Lorentz group S and
a spinor field ψ is defined as what transforms according
to ψ→Sψ in general. With the Clifford matrices we can
also build a procedure that will convert a spinor ψ in its
adjoint spinor ψ=γ0ψ† again in general. With a Clifford
basis, and the pair of adjoint spinors, we can construct a
set of bi-linear spinor quantities according to
Σab=2ψσabpiψ (1)
Mab=2iψσabψ (2)
Sa=ψγapiψ (3)
Ua=ψγaψ (4)
Θ= iψpiψ (5)
Φ=ψψ (6)
which are normalized as to be all real and they are such
that UaU
a=−SaS
a= |Θ|2+|Φ|2 and UaS
a=0 hold.
These bi-linears can be used to perform a classification
of spinor fields known as Lounesto classification [17, 18]:
singular spinors are those for which Θ=Φ≡0 and such a
class contains the flag-dipole, flagpole and dipole spinors,
discussed in [19–25] and reference therein; nevertheless,
our interest will be on regular spinors defined when not
both Θ and Φ are equal to zero identically. In such a case
it is possible to demonstrate that spinors can always be
written, in chiral representation, according to
ψ=φe−
i
2
βpiS


1
0
1
0

 (7)
for some complex Lorentz transformation S with φ and
β called module and Yvon-Takabayashi angle, and where
the spinor is said to be in polar form [26]. In taking the
polar form into the bi-linear spinor quantities we get
Σab=2φ2(cosβu[asb]−sinβujskε
jkab) (8)
Mab=2φ2(cosβujskε
jkab+sinβu[asb]) (9)
showing that they are not independent as they can always
be written with the vector bi-linear spinor quantities
Sa=2φ2sa (10)
Ua=2φ2ua (11)
and the scalar bi-linear spinor quantities
Θ=2φ2 sinβ (12)
Φ=2φ2 cosβ (13)
such that uau
a=−sas
a=1 and uas
a=0 and which show
that module and Yvon-Takabayashi angle are the only 2
true degrees of freedom. The 8 real components of spinors
are rearranged into the special configuration in which the
2 real scalar degrees of freedom, the module and the YT
angle, are isolated from the 6 components that can always
be transferred away, the spin and velocity. We notice also
that the YT angle is a zero-dimension pseudo-scalar, and
therefore the module inehrits the full 3/2-dimension that
characterizes the spinor field. This is the most important
remark for the following of the paper, as we shall see.
For the background, we have that with the metric we
can define the symmetric connection Λσαν and with it we
define the spin connection Ωabpi= ξ
ν
b ξ
a
σ(Λ
σ
νpi−ξ
σ
i ∂piξ
i
ν) so
that with the gauge potential qAµ we have
Ωµ =
1
2Ω
ab
µσab+iqAµI (14)
called spinorial connection. This is needed to write
∇µψ=∂µψ+Ωµφ (15)
as spinorial covariant derivative. As well known, the com-
mutator of spinorial covariant derivatives can justify the
definitions of space-time and gauge tensors given by
Rijµν=∂µΩ
i
jν−∂νΩ
i
jµ+Ω
i
kµΩ
k
jν−Ω
i
kνΩ
k
jµ (16)
Fµν=∂µAν−∂νAµ (17)
that is the Riemann curvature and the Maxwell strength.
When the polar form is taken into account, and con-
sidering that we can formally write the expansion
S∂µS
−1= i∂µαI+
1
2∂µθijσ
ij (18)
then with (14) we can define
∂µα−qAµ≡Pµ (19)
∂µθij−Ωijµ≡Rijµ (20)
which can be proven to be tensors and invariant under a
gauge transformation simultaneously. With them we can
write the spinorial covariant derivative in simple form as
∇µψ=(−
i
2∇µβpi+∇µ lnφI−iPµI−
1
2Rijµσ
ij)ψ (21)
from which we also have
∇µsi=Rjiµs
j (22)
∇µui=Rjiµu
j (23)
are general geometric identities. Taking the commutator
of the spinor field, or of the velocity or spin, yields
qFµν=−(∇µPν−∇νPµ) (24)
Rijµν=−(∇µR
i
jν−∇νR
i
jµ+R
i
kµR
k
jν−R
i
kνR
k
jµ) (25)
in terms of the Riemann curvature and Maxwell strength,
so that they encode electrodynamic and gravitational in-
formation as usual. As we said above, when we write the
spinor field in its polar form, the spinor field is reconfig-
ured so that its degrees of freedom are isolated from the
components transferable into gauge and frames through
the phase α and the parameters θij in general. When the
phase and parameters are added to gauge potential and
spin connection, they do not alter their information, and
thus (19, 20) contain the same information of the gauge
potential and the spin connection themselves, although
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in the combination all non-covariant features cancel, so
that (19, 20) are gauge invariant and Lorentz covariant,
and for this reason they have been called gauge-invariant
vector momentum and tensorial connection [27].
This background still has no torsion. The only reason
for this is that so far we have been dealing with interac-
tions that arise from gauging some global transformation,
while torsion arises from general geometric considerations
alone. As such, it can always be split away from the rest
of the connection. Therefore, any theory with torsion can
equivalently be developed as a theory without torsion but
complemented with a very specific form of torsional in-
teraction in the dynamical sector. The Lagrangian is
L = iψγµ∇µψ−XWµψγ
µpiψ−mψψ (26)
where Wµ is the axial-vector dual of the completely an-
tisymmetric torsion and X the most general torsion-spin
coupling constant. If we wrote all quantities in torsionful
connection we would have obtained the same results ob-
tained by writing all quantities in torsionless connection
so long as we kept the torsion-spin interaction in its most
general form. The field equations are
iγµ∇µψ−XWµγ
µpiψ−mψ=0 (27)
called Dirac equations. Multiplying (27) by γa and γapi
and by ψ and splitting real and imaginary parts gives
i(ψ∇αψ−∇αψψ)−∇µM
µα −
−XWσMµνε
µνσα−2mUα=0 (28)
∇αΦ−2(ψσµα∇
µψ−∇µψσµαψ) +
+2XΘWα=0 (29)
∇νΘ−2i(ψσµνpi∇
µψ−∇µψσµνpiψ)−
−2XΦWν+2mSν=0 (30)
(∇αψpiψ−ψpi∇αψ)−
1
2∇
µMρσερσµα +
+2XWµMµα=0 (31)
which are called Gordon decompositions.
When in (29, 30) we plug the polar form we obtain
Bµ−2P
ιu[ιsµ]+(∇β−2XW )µ+2sµm cosβ=0 (32)
Rµ−2P
ρuνsαεµρνα+2sµm sinβ+∇µ lnφ
2=0 (33)
with R aµa =Rµ and
1
2εµανιR
ανι=Bµ and which could be
proven to be equivalent to polar form of Dirac equations
as it has been discussed in [28]. The spinor equations (27)
consist of 4 complex equations, that is 8 real equations,
which are as many as the 2 vectorial equations given by
the (32, 33) above, so such vectorial equations specify all
space-time derivatives of both degrees of freedom given
by module and Yvon-Takabayashi angle. It is also impor-
tant to notice that the YT angle, in its being the phase
difference bewteen chiral projections, must be expected
to be related to the mass term, and there clearly is.
As one final comment, we would focus on the Maxwell
strength and Riemann curvature, which are well known
to encode the electrodynamic and gravitational informa-
tion as a whole. As such, they act as some sort of filters
that keep out all information due to gauge and frames.
On the other hand, (19, 20) do have information about
electrodynamics and gravity as well as gauge and frames
while still being fully covariant. In fact, it is possible to
prove that for the conditions that are given by
∇µPν−∇νPµ=0 (34)
∇µR
i
jν−∇νR
i
jµ+R
i
kµR
k
jν−R
i
kνR
k
jµ=0 (35)
there exist solutions that are non-zero. What this means
is that it is possible to find situations that have no gravity
nor electrodynamics but for which the information linked
to frames and gauge is non-trivial although covariant [29].
General comments about the polar decomposition of
the spinorial fields can also be found in reference [30].
A summary of previous results is in reference [31].
Quantum systems have been investigated in [32].
III. RE-NORMALIZABLE CHERN-SIMONS
PROPAGATING TORSION
Having presented the general theory of spinor fields in
polar form, we can now work out the details to construct
a re-normalizable Chern-Simons extension of the propa-
gating torsion theory. To this purpose we need to assign
the dynamics of torsion, straighforwardly given by
L =− 14 (∂W )µν(∂W )
µν+ 12M
2WµWµ (36)
with (∂W )µν curl of the axial-vector torsion andM mass
of torsion, and this Lagrangian is re-normalizable. Since
we want torsion coupled to spinors, we must take the full
L = iψγµ∇µψ −
1
4 (∂W )µν(∂W )
µν −
−XWµψγ
µpiψ+ 12M
2WµWµ−mψψ (37)
or in polar form
L =2φ2[ 12s
µ(∇µβ−2XWµ+Bµ)+u
µPµ−m cosβ]−
− 14 (∂W )µν(∂W )
µν+ 12M
2W 2 (38)
which is still renormalizable [16]. In fact, this is the Proca
Lagrangian for an axial-vector field coupled to spinors.
To include all re-normalizable Chern-Simons terms, we
have to add a 4 mass dimensional term of topological-like
structure, that is of the form b∇µK
µ with b pseudo-scalar
and Kµ axial-vector. The most straighforward term is of
course the Chern-Simons contribution given by
L = A2 b∇µ[Wν(∂W )ρσε
µνρσ] (39)
as it is clear. A term with less derivatives but of the same
mass dimension can be included in terms of
L = B2 b∇µ(W
µW 2) (40)
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and as a quick inventory would show nothing more can be
added at this mass dimension. To lower mass dimension
we can still add the term that is given by
L =kb∇µW
µ (41)
itself. Altogether, they can be written according to
L =b∇µ[
A
2Wν(∂W )ρσε
µνρσ+B2W
µW 2+kWµ] (42)
having factorized the b out. The unitary mass dimension
of torsion implies that the divergence of the axial-vector
is already 4 mass dimensional, so re-normalizability must
require a pseudo-scalar with zero mass dimension, which
now we know to exist, and it is simply given by the afore-
mentioned Yvon-Takabayashi angle. Therefore we have
L =β∇µ[
A
2Wν(∂W )ρσε
µνρσ+B2W
µW 2+kWµ] (43)
as the most comprehensive Chern-Simons term compati-
ble with re-normalizability. And eventually we have that
L =2φ2[ 12s
µ(∇µβ−2XWµ+Bµ)+u
µPµ−m cosβ] +
+β∇µ[
A
2Wν(∂W )ρσε
µνρσ+B2W
µW 2+kWµ]−
− 14 (∂W )µν(∂W )
µν+ 12M
2W 2 (44)
is the most general re-normalizable Chern-Simons exten-
sion of the propagating torsion field Lagrangian.
Variation of this Lagrangian gives the field equations
∇µ(∂W )
µν+M2W ν=−∇αβ[A(∂W )ρσε
ρσαν +
+B(WαW ν+ 12g
ανW 2)+kgαν]+2Xφ2sν (45)
and
−2P ιu[ιsµ]+Bµ−2XWµ+∇µβ+2sµm cosβ=0 (46)
sµ∇α[
A
2Wν(∂W )ρσε
ρσαν+B2W
αW 2+kWα]/φ2 +
+∇µ lnφ
2+Rµ−2P
ρuνsαεµρνα+2sµm sinβ=0 (47)
as the set of field equations.
By taking the divergence of (45) one gets
(M2+BW·∇β)∇·W=−BWν∇αβ(∇
νWα+∇αW ν)−
−∇α∇νβ[B(W
αW ν+ 12g
ανW 2)+kgαν]+X∇·S (48)
and by contracting (47) with sµ one gets
∇·S=4φ2m sinβ+A2 (∂W )µν(∂W )ρσε
µνρσ +
+BWµWν(∇
νWµ+∇µW ν)+(BW 2+2k)∇·W (49)
as the partially conserved axial-vector current.
IV. CAUSAL STRUCTURE ANALYSIS
In the previous section, we obtained the field equations
of the re-normalizable CS extension for the propagating
torsion theory. Nevertheless, these field equations con-
tain non-linear torsion terms that, quite generally, might
interfere with the propagation of torsion, as described by
the Velo-Zwanziger analysis [33]. It is therefore necessary
to perform such an analysis to make sure that this does
not happen, or to remove all terms spoiling causality.
Mathematically, our goal is to invert (48, 49) to extract
∇·W which will have to be substituted into (45) to give
the field equations in the form that encodes its primary
constraint. Dropping every contribution but the highest-
order derivative terms, we get the characteristic equation
[(M2−2Xk+BW·∇β−BXW 2)n2gσν +
+B(n·W∇νβnσ+n·∇βW νnσ −
−Xn·WW νnσ−XW ·nW νnσ)−
−2AX(∂W )ρβε
ρβµνnµn
σ]W ν=0 (50)
which is to be valid for anyW ν solution of the field equa-
tions. Then the characteristic determinant is
det|[M2−2Xk+BW ·(∇β−XW )]n2gσν +
+[BW·n(∇β−XW )ν +
+B(∇β−XW )·nW ν −
−2AX(∂W )ρβε
ρβµνnµ]n
σ|=0 (51)
that is with form det|Eνσ|=det|gνσ+F νGσ|=0 as clear.
The computation of this determinant can be done by
simply looking for an inverse. We will look for an inverse
in the form (E−1)µν=gµν−KFµGν and it is east to see
that K(1+G·F )=1 must hold. Then the inverse is given
by (E−1)µν=gµν−(1+G·F )−1FµGν and the determinant
is det|Eµν |=(1+G·F ) straighforwardly. We are now able
to compute the characteristic determinant as given by
[M2−2Xk+BW ·(∇β−XW )]n2 +
+2BW·n(∇β−XW )·n=0 (52)
as it can be checked with a direct substitution.
The causal structure is therefore always determined in
terms of the solutions themselves, and for a weak torsion
we may approximate the above with
[M2−2Xk]n2+2BW·n(∇β−XW )·n=0 (53)
showing that n2>0 is always possible. As a consequence,
wave fronts may always escape the light-cone constraint.
The light-cone structure is however always respected if
BW·n(∇β−XW )·n=0 (54)
which is valid for any solutionWα only in the case where
we have that B=0 identically as a restriction.
V. FIELD EQUATIONS
Having performed such a reduction, we have that the
most general re-normalizable Chern-Simons extension of
the causally propagating torsion field is given by
L =2φ2[ 12s
µ(∇µβ−2XWµ+Bµ)+u
µPµ−m cosβ] +
+β[A4 (∂W )µν(∂W )ρσε
µνρσ+k∇µW
µ]−
− 14 (∂W )µν(∂W )
µν+ 12M
2W 2 (55)
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where we have used the polar form for the spinor sector.
The corresponding system of field equations is
∇µ(∂W )
µν+M2W ν =
= −∇αβ[A(∂W )ρσε
ρσαν+kgαν]+2Xφ2sν (56)
and
−2P ιu[ιsµ]+Bµ−2XWµ+∇µβ+2sµm cosβ=0 (57)
sµ[A4 (∂W )αν(∂W )ρσε
ρσαν+k∇αW
α]/φ2 +
+∇µ lnφ
2+Rµ−2P
ρuνsαεµρνα+2sµm sinβ=0 (58)
in which all the torsion non-linearities have been lost.
They develop the divergences
M2∇·W = −k∇2β+X∇·S (59)
and
∇S=4φ2m sinβ +
+A2 (∂W )µν(∂W )ρσε
µνρσ+2k∇·W (60)
where the mixed terms are now easier to manage.
Next step would be finding solutions, but because this
is extremely complicated we will try to set some assump-
tion and approximation. A first thing to notice is that in
absence of electrodynamics the momentum Pν consists in
a pure gauge, and since for spinors in eigen-state of spin
around the third axis phases are equivalent to rotations
around the third axis then all information in Pν could be
described in R12ν instead [31, 32]. Hence there is no loss
of generality in setting Pν=0 identically. And as is usual
for massive fields like torsion, we might take the effective
approximation. In this instance we have to consider that
all the torsional kinetic terms are negligible compared to
any other term, so the above equations reduce to
M2Wµ=−k∇µβ+2Xφ
2sµ
and
Bµ−2XWµ+∇µβ+2sµm cosβ=0 (61)
sµk∇αW
α/φ2+∇µ lnφ
2+Rµ+2sµm sinβ=0 (62)
with the equations for the torsion axial-vector being those
found in [34] and [35], and later discussed also in [36].
The divergence of the torsion axial-vector remains as
M2∇·W = −k∇2β+X∇·S (63)
but now the divergence of the spin is
∇S=4φ2m sinβ+2k∇·W (64)
simplifying the partially conserved axial-vector current.
In effective approximation, it is now possible to sub-
stitute torsion everywhere remaining with
−sµ(4X
2M−2φ2−2m cosβ) +
+Bµ+(1+2kXM
−2)∇µβ=0 (65)
sµ[(2+
4Xk
M2−2Xk )m sinβ−
k2
M2−2Xk∇
2β/φ2] +
+Rµ+∇µ lnφ
2=0 (66)
where only spinor degrees of freedom are present.
It is not possible to perform any more approximations
on torsion, but we can still assume the Yvon-Takabayashi
angle to be small and see what happens. In this case we
can have the field equation for the YT angle plugged into
the field equation for the module and set β→0 getting
sµk
2M−2(∇B+2mRs) +
+[Rµ−4M
−4X2k2(Rµ+Rssµ)]φ
2+∇µφ
2=0 (67)
which is in terms of the module alone.
This equation can be projected along the main direc-
tions consequently decomposing into
−k2M−2(∇B+2mRs)+Rsφ2+sµ∇µφ
2=0 (68)
(1−4M−4X2k2)Ruφ2+uµ∇µφ
2=0 (69)
ερναµuνsα[Rµ(1−4M
−4X2k2)φ2+∇µφ
2]=0 (70)
all of which being irreducible.
Notice that vanishing module is not a solution and one
minimum for φ2 is reached whenever it is
〈φ2/m〉=
2k2
M2
(
1+
∇·B
2msR
)
(71)
together with Ru=0 and ερναµuνsαRµ=0 and in terms
of the system constants and the tensorial connection.
Notice that even in the case in which the tensorial con-
nection were to vanish we would still remain with
〈φ2/m〉=
2k2
M2
(72)
in terms of topological parameter and mass of torsion.
The persistence of a non-trivial vacuum for the spinor
field even at infinity is to be tied to the correspondingly
non-trivial topological features displayed at infinity.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have discussed in what way it is pos-
sible to exploit the polar form of spinor fields to construct
a re-normalizable Chern-Simons extension for the propa-
gating torsion theory, and we have built the most general
case that respects the causal structure. We obtained that
in such a case the Lagrangian has a term of type β∇µK
µ
with Kµ having two contributions, one being the torsion
Wµ and one being Wν(∂W )ρσε
µνρσ which possesses the
form of the spin density tensor of the torsion field itself
and usually not present in the torsional field equations.
We have then investigated the case in which the torsion
tensor is taken in the effective approximation, that is the
limit in which the torsion axial-vector loses all dynamical
contributions against the lowest-mass dimensional terms
given by the mass term and the topological term propor-
tional to the k constant. By integrating out the torsion
axial-vector first, and the Yvon-Takabayashi angle later,
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we have actually been capable of isolating the field equa-
tion for the module, displaying the singular character of
possessing no solution that would vanish at the infinity.
We regard this as one of the features that indicates in
a clear way how the theory is sensitive to the topological
features displayed at the boundary of the space-time.
Further investigations should concern the possibility to
study the vacuum of the torsion tensor.
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